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In “The Invention of the Fatherland” you will be able to 

dive into the unfinished conversations between a father 

–the well-known actor Luis Alarcón– and his son, Galut, 

the director of the film. From these dialogues, a Chile in 

an eternal transit makes its appearance, a homeland on 

the move, traveling across the fathers of five 

generations of this family, in a journey that crosses more 

than a hundred years.

e was born in Puerto Natales, Chile, on 

October 23, 1929. Acting in over ninety 

plays, his work has seen him playing characters in a 

wide range of theatrical styles and genres.

His activity has centered, along his many years of 

experience, in the theaters of different universities, as 

the Universidad de Chile, Universidad de Concepción, 

Universidad Técnica del Estado and Universidad 

Católica, as well as high artistic quality theaters like 

La Compañía de los Cuatro, El Cabildo, Ictus, Teatro de 

Cámara, among many others.

Since 1964 he has featured regularly in more that 45 

TV series and telefilms. 

…the act of remembering is a way of cheating death. 
Submerging in the darkness of memories I separate from 

myself and become another

Cinema has been one of his mail lines of work and 

has acted in over 54 feature films and countless 

short films, accompanying from their earliest 

films some of the great Chilean directors such as 

Raúl Ruiz, Miguel Littín, Valeria Sarmiento, Silvio 

Caiozzi, Helvio Soto, Gonzalo Justiniano and 

Gustavo Graeff-Marino. A great love of cinema 

led him to set up the Muestra de Cine Binacional 

en la Patagonia (Binational Cinema Showcase in 

Patagonia), which took place continuously during 

eleven years in the National Monument Cueva del 

Milodón, in Chilean Patagonia.
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�e invention of the fatherland is made up of these and 
other landscapes, rescued from childhood memories…
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Galut
Alarcón

Chamila
Rodríguez

e was born in Santiago, Chile, on April 

3rd, 1972. He has a degree in audiovisual 

media from the Instituto de Arte y Comunicación 

ARCOS, specializing in direction, screenwriting 

and editing of documentary and narrative film. As 

a director he won the 1996 2nd Biennial of 

Electronic Video and Art in Santiago in the video 

art category with his work “Fuga de Mar”. In 2001 

he won the international fiction section of the 

Valdivia International Film Festival with his short 

film “Rec, el turno del Ángel” which also received a 

major prize at the 2003 Santiago Short Film 

Festival. As an editor his work includes various 

feature films: “Los Debutantes” (2000), “31 

Minutos, la película” (2006), “Papelucho y el 

Marciano” (2005), “Ilusiones Ópticas” (2007), and 

the documentaries “La Hija del General” (2005) 

and “Más Allá de estos Muros”. In 2008 he edited 

hilean born in London, UK on March 12th, 

1975. She is an actress, executive 

producer and director. She studied theatre at the 

Escuela de Teatro de Fernando González and 

theatre work includes “Amledi, el tonto” by Raúl 

Ruiz, “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” by Tennessee 

Williams, and “La Negra Ester” by Roberto Parra. 

In film she has worked with directors such as Raúl 

Ruiz, Marco Bechis, Valeria Sarmiento, Andrés 

Wood, Gonzalo Justiniano, Andrés Racz, Cec Gay, 

Gregory Cohen and José Luis Torres Leiva. 

Television work includes roles in telefilms such as 

“Los Simuladores”, “La Recta Provincia”, and the 

series “Fuera de Control”. In 2001 she adapted, 

produced and acted in the short film “Oscuro 

Vuelo Compartido” and has since then written, 

directed and acted in a second short film “Mudo 

Corazón”.

Between 2011 and 2012 she was President and 

Executive Producer of the Muestra de Cine 

Binacional en la Patagonia (Binational Cinema 

Showcase in Patagonia). Between 2008 and 2014 

she has been working as Co-director and 

Executive Producer on the documentary “The 

Invention of the Fatherland”, written and 

co-directed by Galut Alarcón. Artistic Director and 

Executive Producer of Cine Itinerante Patagonia 

2015. Currently, she is the Executive Producer and 

Casting Director of “Incas”, the new full-length 

film written and directed by Galut Alarcón.

and created the sound design of the short film 

“Mudo Corazón” winning prizes for best editing 

and best sound design. He is the writer and editor 

of the successful 2010 documentary “Ojos Rojos” 

that followed the Chilean football team. 

Between 2008 and 2014 he has worked on the 

film “The Invention of the Fatherland” as director, 

writer and editor.

He is the writer and editor of the series “Adictos al 

Claxon”, which won the 2014 Altazor Prize for best 

documentary series. 

Original idea and edition of the Heritage Short 

Films of the Cine Itinerante Patagonia 2015. He is 

currently writing "Incas", his new feature film.
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�e documentary does not resign 
itself to the testimonial, but also 

searches to situate Galut's con�icts 
and emptiness cinematographically. 

�rough an outstanding 
photography, a poetic staging is 

established, which broadens the way 
of looking and incorporates the 

spectator in this personal search.

Marcelo Morales / Cine Chile
Enciclopedia del Cine Chileno, Chile

�is release comes to clear, in a way, the 
shortage that exists towards the nobility 

of Raúl Ruiz… adopting a narrative 
form of enormous expressivity, which 

resembles more a dream than the 
Cartesian registration of reality.
It shoves us towards a disturbing 

universe that fascinates.

Leopoldo Muñoz / Las Últimas Noticias, Chile An honest re�ection 
regarding protective �gures.

Andrés Nazarala / La Segunda, Chile

�e father and son relationship is 
the constant factor in this very 
good Chilean documentary.

Ernesto Garrat
Wikén Magazine, El Mercurio, Chile

Splashed with clips and memories from the family, the movie 
is quite moving in the way that it shows us those elements. 

�ere is a sense of recrimination and even a direct 
confrontation between father and son, mainly because of 

some decisions and actions that the father committed when 
the director of this movie was young. A moving experience.

Jaime Grijalba / Twitch�lm
�e 10 best Chilean Films 2014. USA
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RUNNING TIME
74 minutes

LANGUAGE
Spanish

SUBTITLES
English

COLOR / B/W
Color and B/W

LOCATIONS OF THE FILM
Country: Chile

Chilean Patagonia, Santiago, Litoral de los Poetas, Punta de Tralca

SCREENING FORMAT
DCP / Blu Ray / Quicktime HD Prores 444 1080p

Chamila Rodríguez:           chamilacine@gmail.com   |        www.poetastros.com

Luis Cifuentes:           luis@luiscifuentes.com   |           cucho.cifuentes   |         www.luchofilms.cl

POETASTROS and ZOOFILMS present: “The Invention of the Fatherland”
Executive Production: Chamila Rodríguez, Galut Alarcón, Cristián Freund Script and Editing: Galut Alarcón

Cinematographers: Pedro Micelli, Jorge Aguilar, José Luis Rebolledo Sound Direction: Cristián Freund
Sound: Jaime Hernández, José de la Vega, Fredy González, Mario Puerto Original Music: Juan Antonio “Chicoria” Sánchez

General Production: Viviana Erpel Local Production: Astrid Aburto Art Direction: Galut Alarcón 
Casting: Chamila Rodríguez Costume: Lola Cabezas Art: Erika Pulgar Scenography: Eduardo Jaramillo 

Distribution Director: Luis Cifuentes Distribution Producers: Paula Saenz-Laguna and Valentina Pires Photography Graphic Work: 
Alvaro de la Fuente Directors Digital Platform: Jezer Alarcón and Miquel Canals Graphic Design: Camila Bravo 

Distribution: POETASTROS


